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Abstract17

Rivers typically present heterogeneus bed material, but the effects of sediment non-uniformity18

on river bar characteristics are still unclear. This work investigates the impact of sediment19

size heterogeneity on alternate bars with a morphodynamic numerical model. The model20

is firstly used to reproduce a laboratory experiment showing alternate bar formation with21

non-uniform bed material. Subsequently, the influence of sediment size heterogeneity on22

alternate bars is investigated distinguishing hybrid from free bars, definition based on the23

presence/absence of morphodynamic forcing, considering the results of nine scenarios.24

In four of them, a transverse obstacle is used to generate forcing. The computations are25

carried out with the Telemac-Mascaret system solving the two-dimensional shallow-water26

equations with a finite-element approach, accounting for horizontal and vertical sediment27

sorting processes. The results show that sediment heterogeneity affects free migrating28

and hybrid bars in a different way. The difference lies in the presence/absence of a mi-29

gration front, so that distinct relations between bed topography, bed shear stress and sedi-30

ment sorting are obtained. Sediment sorting and associated planform redistribution of bed31

roughness only slightly modify free migrating bar morphodynamics, whereas hybrid bars32

are greatly impacted, with decreased amplitude and increased wavelength. Increased sedi-33

ment size heterogeneity increases the degree of sediment sorting, while the sorting pattern34

remains the same for both free and hybrid bars. Moreover, it produces averagely higher,35

longer and faster free bars, while in the case of hybrid bars their wavelength is increased36

but no general trend can be determined for their amplitude.37

1 Introduction38

Rivers often present a wavy bed due to the presence of periodic bars [Bridge and39

Demicco, 2008], which are large sediment deposits alternating with deeper areas (pools)40

that arise from an instability phenomenon of the alluvial bed [Engelund, 1970]. The num-41

ber of bars in river cross-sections can be used to characterize the river type. For instance,42

the sequence of sediment deposits on one bank and pool at the opposite bank, i.e. alter-43

nate bars, is typical of single thread rivers and meanders, while the presence of multiple44

bars in the cross-section characterize braided rivers [Engelund and Skovgaard, 1973]. A45

deep knowledge of bar processes is important for river engineers and river managers, be-46

cause bars strongly alter the river bed topography and influence bank erosion, with conse-47

quences for navigation, water intakes and infrastructure [Bridge, 2003; Claude et al., 2012,48

2014; Jaballah et al., 2015]. Bars also affect the hydraulic and sedimentary conditions49

of river systems, and therefore the quality of their habitats [Tonina and Buffington, 2007;50

Wintenberger et al., 2015].51

Numerous studies [e.g. Engelund, 1970; Colombini et al., 1987; Lanzoni and Tubino,52

1999; Crosato and Mosselman, 2009] have shown that the formation and the geometry of53

bars are primarily governed by the width-to-depth ratio of the flow (or aspect ratio). At54

unstable conditions, starting from a flat bed, incipient bars tend to increase in size, even-55

tually reaching a steady value of amplitude and wavelength [Fujita and Muramoto, 1985]56

which scales with the water depth and the channel width, respectively. Over time, mul-57

tiple bars may tend to merge to form much larger bars [e.g. Enggrob and Tjerry, 1999].58

Two distinct linear theories and subsequent terminologies are commonly used to interpret59

bar dynamics Van der Meer et al. [2011]. Parker and Johannesson [1989] distinguish a60

”Genova School” (Blondeaux, Seminara and co-workers) and a ”Delft School” (Struiksma61

and co-workers). Following the Genova School, free bars arise spontaneously from an in-62

trinsic instability of the cohesionless bottom of a channel and invariably migrate down-63

stream (convective instability). Forced bars are the response of the river to a given forcing64

(e.g., channel curvature, variations of channel width) and do not migrate (stationary bars).65

The authors kindly acknowledge the efforts devoted by the Genova School in the 1980s.66
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This definition caused problematic ambiguity and vagueness, because it did not distinguish67

between forcing over the full length of a bar, as in the case of point bars that cannot be68

described by linear stability analysis, and forcing in a single cross-section, leading to a69

dynamic response of non-migrating bars that can be described using linear stability anal-70

ysis. Eekhout et al. [2013] and Rodrigues et al. [2015] discussed this ambiguity of using71

the term ”forced bars” for two types of bars, albeit without proposing a new terminology.72

To resolve the old ambiguity, the Delft School introduced the term ”hybrid bars”, which73

was then gratefully adopted by Duró et al. [2016], Le et al. [2018a,b] and Scorpio et al.74

[2018]. This second and more recent classification distinguishes two types of periodic75

bars: free and hybrid bars. Hybrid bars form on morphodynamically unstable river beds,76

like free bars, but their migration is inhibited by an external factor (forcing), e.g. a change77

in channel geometry, which permanently deform the flow field, fixing their location. For78

this reason, hybrid bars do not migrate. Their wavelength is not influenced by the forcing79

itself, but corresponds to the one of free bars having zero celerity, which is generally 2 to80

3 times longer than the wavelength of free migrating bars [Crosato et al., 2011; Rodrigues81

et al., 2015; Duró et al., 2016]. A common earlier term for hybrid bars is ”forced bars”82

[e.g. Blondeaux and Seminara, 1985; Seminara and Tubino, 1989; Federici and Seminara,83

2003] or stationary bars [Lanzoni et al., 2006]. Differences between the two terminologies84

presented above are inherited from the differences in the theoretical framework, which are85

summed-up by Van der Meer et al. [2011].86

Sediment mobility, represented by the Shields number, is crucial for bar morphody-87

namics and it depends on particle size and grain size distribution (GSD) of the mixture88

forming the river bed. Analytical studies [e.g. Lanzoni and Tubino, 1999], field and labo-89

ratory observations [e.g. Lisle and Madej, 1992; Powell, 1998; Lanzoni, 2000b; Lisle et al.,90

2000], as well as numerical simulations [e.g. Hoey and Ferguson, 1994; Mosselman et al.,91

1999; Wu, 2004; Tritthart et al., 2011a,b; Mosselman, 2012; Nelson et al., 2015a,b; Juez92

et al., 2016; Qian et al., 2016; Siviglia and Crosato, 2016; Singh et al., 2017] have shown93

that bars are affected by both size and heterogeneity of bed sediment. Lanzoni and Tubino94

[1999] as well as Takebayashi and Egashira [2001] state that sediment heterogeneity leads95

to the diminishing of free migrating bar amplitude and wavelength. Opposite results were96

obtained by Lanzoni [2000a,b] and Lisle et al. [1991] who find that, while free migrating97

bar amplitude is decreased, the trend exhibited by the wavelength is less clear. The effects98

of sediment heterogeneity on resonant free bars and hybrid bars, however, seem different.99

Using a numerical model, Nelson et al. [2015b] found a decrease of the resonant free bars100

and hybrid bars amplitude, confirming the findings on free migrating bars, but at the same101

time found an increase instead of a decrease of bar wavelength. Knowing that free mi-102

grating bars display a different topography with respect to resonant free and hybrid bars,103

the observation of Nelson et al. [2015b] highlights that sediment heterogeneity can affect104

steady periodic bars and free migrating bars in a different way.105

Hoey and Ferguson [1994], Seal et al. [1997] and Toro-Escobar et al. [2000] ob-106

served that heterogeneous sediment tends to form a pattern of downstream fining during107

aggradational scenarios in sediment feeding flumes, whether alluvial bars formed or not.108

They linked this process to the mechanism of selective sediment transport, because fine109

sediment moves faster than coarse sediment, resulting in the pattern of coarser sediment110

upstream and finer sediment downstream. The authors also observed that surface sedi-111

ment is always coarser than subsurface sediment. The pattern of sediment sorting over112

bars can either display coarse sediment over bar crests and finer sediment in pools [Lisle113

et al., 1991; Lisle and Madej, 1992; Diplas, 1994; Lanzoni, 2000b; Nelson et al., 2015a] or114

the opposite, i.e. fine sediment over bar crests and coarser sediment in pools [Takebayashi115

and Egashira, 2001]. Nelson et al. [2015a,b] attribute the occurrence of coarser bar tops to116

the decrease of local flow velocity and increase of lateral flow, explaining that longer bars117

grow faster than shorter bars when the roughness is variable over space, with respect to a118

spatially constant roughness. In their numerical model, the authors used a single sediment119
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storage layer, but outlined the importance of considering the effects of vertical sorting of120

sediments in future research works.121

The points presented above underline the limitations of the actual knowledge and122

also the contradictory findings that continue to spark debate over the relationship between123

non-uniform sediment and bar morphodynamics. The work presented here aims to better124

understand this relationship, by clearly distinguishing free migrating bars from hybrid bars.125

To this goal, a two-dimensional fully-nonlinear model is constructed to simulate a labo-126

ratory experiment carried out by Lanzoni [2000b]. Based on this model, nine scenarios127

are then simulated to study the effects of sediment sorting and sediment heterogeneity on128

bar characteristics, taking into account vertical sediment sorting. The numerical model is129

constructed using the Telemac-Mascaret Modelling System (TMS)1 in which the bed evo-130

lution module is based on the active layer model formulated by Hirano [1971], where the131

vertical substrate is decomposed in several sediment storage layers (i.e. bookkeeping layer132

model) [Blom, 2008].133

A thorough description of the materials and methods used for the study is given in134

Section 2, which includes the formulation of the mathematical and numerical model, de-135

tails on the laboratory experiment used for the numerical model calibration and on the136

setting-up of this model, a presentation of the numerical scenarios and of the methods to137

analyse the computed bar characteristics. In Section 3, the numerical results of interest138

corresponding to the flow and sediment transport, bars properties and planform and ver-139

tical sorting of sediment are fully detailed for all the scenarios simulated. Then, on the140

basis of these results, a discussion is held in Section 4 on the influence of sediment size141

heterogeneity and sediment sorting on free and hybrid bars morphodynamics. The conclu-142

sions of this work are given in Section 5.143

2 Materials and methods144

2.1 Mathematical and numerical model145

The two-dimensional morphodynamic model used in this work presents two compo-146

nents: a hydrodynamic module and a morphodynamic module. The hydrodynamic module147

is based on the solution of the shallow-water equations (SWE) [de Saint-Venant, 1871;148

Weiyan, 1992; Nezu et al., 1994; Vreugdenhil, 2013]:149 
∂th + ®u · ∇(h) + h∇ · (®u) = 0
∂tu + ®u · ∇(u) = −g∂x z f − gSf ,x + h−1∇ · (hνt∇u)
∂tv + ®u · ∇(v) = −g∂y z f − gSf ,y + h−1∇ · (hνt∇v)

, (1)150

where t [s] is the time, ∂t = ∂/∂t , ∇ = (∂x, ∂y) is the gradient vector field, g= 9.81 m/s2
151

is the acceleration due to gravity, h [m] is the water depth, zb [m] is the elevation of the152

bed topography, z f = zb + h [m] is the free surface elevation, ®u = (u, v) [m/s] is the depth-153

averaged flow velocity vector with u and v [m/s] the component along the longitudinal154

x-axis and transversal y-axis direction respectively, with | ®u| [m/s] the module of ®u, and155

νt [m2/s] is the turbulent eddy viscosity term that models the so-called Reynold stresses156

and the differential dispersion terms originated from the lack of vertical uniformity of the157

horizontal velocity field. The friction law ®Sf [-] of Chézy is given as follow:158

®Sf = (Sf ,x,Sf ,y) =
®u| ®u|
C2h

, (2)159

where Sf ,x and Sf ,y correspond to the components of the friction law ®Sf [-] along the lon-160

gitudinal x−axis and transversal y−axis direction respectively and C [m1/2/s] corresponds161

to the Chézy friction coefficient. The formula of Nikuradse [1950] is used to calculate the162

1www.opentelemac.org
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equivalent friction coefficient of Chézy denoted Cf = g/C2 [-] as a function of the equiva-163

lent roughness height of the bed denoted with ks [m]:164

Cf = 2
[

log
(30h

eks

)
/κ

]−2
, (3)165

where κ is the von Kármán coefficient (= 0.40 for clear waters) and e is the base of the166

natural logarithm.167

The morphodynamic module is based on the Exner equation [Exner, 1920; García,168

2008]. In case of non-uniform sediment, the Exner equation is applied to every size frac-169

tion of sediment in which the mixture is subdivided. The following procedure is adopted:170

i) the sediment mixture is discretized into sediment fractions, and for each fraction the171

representative sediment diameter is given, ii) the bedload transport capacity equation and172

the mass conservation formula are applied for each separate fraction of sediment.173

The solution for sediment mass conservation is based on the mathematical concept174

proposed by Hirano [1971], who developed a continuity model for the vertical sorting175

of sediment. The method is based on the decomposition of the bed into a homogeneous176

top layer, called active layer, and an unchanging homogeneous substrate [Church and177

Haschenburger, 2017; Ashmore et al., 2018]. The active layer is a fully mixed layer, de-178

fined as the layer where all the bed fluctuations are concentrated [Blanpain, 2009; Stecca179

et al., 2016]. Following Hirano [1971]’s concept, the bed is discretized in the vertical di-180

rection as follows:181

zb = ηa:1 + La , (4)182

where ηa:1 [m] denotes the absolute elevation of the interface between the active layer and183

the substrate, and La [m] corresponds to the active layer thickness. The sediment mass184

continuity equation is given as follows [e.g. Parker et al., 2007]:185

La∂tFa,i +
[
Fa,i − Fa:1,i

]
∂tLa︸︷︷︸
=0

=
1
ε0

[
Fa:1,i∇ · ®qb − ∇ · ®qb,i

]
, (5)186

where ∂tLa = 0 because the active layer thickness is assumed to be constant during the187

whole simulation, Fa,i is the volume fraction content of the ith size fraction in the ac-188

tive layer and Fa:1,i is the volume fraction content of the ith size fraction in the inter-189

face separating the active layer and the substrate, ®qb = (qb,x,qb,y) = qb(cosα, sinα)190

[m2/s] corresponds to the total volumetric bedload solid discharge per unit of width with-191

out pores, with components qb,x and qb,y along the x− and y− axis directions respec-192

tively, ®qb,i = (qb,i,x,qb,i,y) = qb,i(cosαi, sinαi) [m2/s] corresponds to the fractional193

volumetric bedload solid discharge per unit of width without pores of the ith size frac-194

tion, ε0 = (1 − P0) with P0 the bed porosity, α is the angle between the bedload and the195

x-axis direction and αi the angle between the transport rate of the ith size fraction and196

the x-axis direction. In the current model, the vertical sorting of sediment is made pos-197

sible by discretizing the substrate into several sublayers [Blom, 2008], where the fraction198

volume content of ith size fraction of sediment in the k th sublayer is denoted Fk ,i . The199

implementation of the above equation requires the specification of the active layer and200

the sublayer thicknesses, the interfacial exchange fractions and the number of sublayers201

[Viparelli et al., 2017]. Vertical fluxes of sediment are computed following the formulation202

of Hirano [1971]:203

Fa:1,i =

{
Fa,i if ∂t zb > 0
F1,i if ∂t zb < 0 , (6)204

where F1,i corresponds to the fraction volume content of ith size fraction of sediment in205

the first sublayer.206

It is of key interest to accurately estimate the sediment transport in natural rivers,207

since bar evolution (i.e. armor formation and break-up) depends on fractional transport208
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rates estimation [Parker, 1990; Orrú et al., 2016; Powell et al., 2016]. Therefore, the au-209

thors proposed to use the model of Wilcock and Crowe [2003] (WC-2003), which is in-210

teresting in the way that i) it is based on surface investigations and is particularly adapted211

for the prediction of transient conditions of bed armoring and scenarios of bed aggrada-212

tion/degradation, ii) it considers the full size distribution of the bed surface (from finest213

sands to coarsest gravels), iii) it was calibrated under a wide range of water discharges and214

sediment mixtures, iv) the hiding function has been designed to resolve discrepancies ob-215

served from previous experiments [Proffitt and Sutherland, 1983; Parker, 1990] including216

the hiding-exposure effect of sand content on gravel transport for weak to high values of217

sand contents in the bulk, and v) it has already showed efficiency when applied for mor-218

phodynamics modelling [An et al., 2017]. For each ith size fraction, the magnitude of the219

fractional transport rate without gravitational effects qb0,i = | ®qb0,i | [m2/s] is estimated220

using the bedload capacity formula of Wilcock and Crowe [2003]:221

Wi
∗ = f (τb/τr ,i) =

∆sgqb0,i

Fa,iu3
∗

, (7)222

where Wi
∗ [-] corresponds to the dimensionless transport rate for the ith size fraction of223

sediment, ∆s = ρs
ρ − 1 [-] is the relative submerged sediment density, with ρ [kg/m3]224

the water density and ρs the sediment density [kg/m3], τb [Pa] is the bed shear stress, τr ,i225

[Pa] the reference shear stress of the ith size fraction defined as the value of τb at which226

W∗i = 0.002 and u∗ =
√
τb/ρ [m/s] the shear velocity (also called friction velocity). The227

transport function of WC-2003 is defined as follows:228

Wi
∗ =

{
0.002Φi

7.5 for Φi < 1.35

14
(
1 − 0.894

Φi
0.5

)4.5
for Φi ≥ 1.35

, (8)229

where the ratio Φi = τb/τr ,i is incorrectly referred to as Φ in the literature [Wilcock and230

Crowe, 2003; Recking et al., 2015].231

A hiding-exposure function is defined to estimate τr ,i so that the sediment transport232

rates are lowered for finer fractions (i.e. increase of τr ,i) and increased for coarser mate-233

rial (i.e. decrease of τr ,i). This is accounted in the model as follows:234

τr ,i

τr ,m
=

(
di

ds,m

)bi

with bi =
0.67

1 + exp
(
1.5 − di

ds ,m

) , (9)235

where di [m] corresponds to the sediment diameter of the ith size fraction, ds,m [m] is236

the mean sediment diameter of surface, τr ,m [Pa] is the reference shear stress of the mean237

sediment diameter of surface and bi is the power-coefficient of the hiding-exposure func-238

tion which is incorrectly referred to as b in the literature. τr ,m is computed as a func-239

tion of the dimensionless median reference shear stress of bed surface τ∗r ,m such that240

τ∗r ,m =
τr ,m

∆sρgds ,m
where τ∗r ,m = 0.021 + 0.015 exp[−20Fs], with Fs the fraction volume241

content of sand at the bed surface [-].242

By using independent sediment transport measurements, several authors [e.g. Reck-243

ing et al., 2015; An et al., 2017] have showed that the performance of the formula of WC-244

2003 could be improved by modifying one or several parameters. In this work, the authors245

proposed to calibrate the sediment transport formula by estimating the fractional transport246

rates of sediment with multiplying Wi
∗ by a dimensionless coefficient called αb .247

Sediment transport capacity formulas are generally fitted against experimental data248

under the assumption of a flat bed (neglecting the gravitational effects). Natural riverbeds249

may show milder or steeper slopes due to the presence of dunes, ripples, steps, or pools250

in the longitudinal direction and curves in the transverse direction. As a result, gravity251

effects increase the bedload transport in downslope sections and lessen the movement of252

particles in upslope directions. Several formulas have been proposed to take into account253
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the bed slope effect on i) the magnitude [Koch and Flokstra, 1980; Soulsby, 1997] and ii)254

the direction of bedload transport [Koch and Flokstra, 1980; Talmon et al., 1995]. The cor-255

rection of bedload magnitude is modelled with the formula proposed by Koch and Flokstra256

[1980], where the fractional transport rate qb0,i is modified as a function of the bed slope257

degree with respect to the current direction:258

qb,i = qb0,i

(
1 − β1∂szb

)
= qb0,i

[
1 − β1

(
∂x zb cos δ + ∂y zb sin δ

) ]
, (10)259

where β1 is an empirical coefficient accounting for the stream-wise bed slope effect, δ is260

the angle between the current and the x-axis direction, and s the coordinate along the cur-261

rent direction. The bedslope effect is similar to a diffusion term in the bed evolution equa-262

tion [Van der Meer et al., 2011] and may smooth the bed topography and prevent from nu-263

merical instabilities [Zolezzi and Seminara, 2001; Cabrit, 2009]. The correction of bedload264

direction is given by the relation of Bendegom [1947]:265

tanαi =
qb,i,n
qb,i,s

=
sin δ − Ti∂y zb
cos δ − Ti∂x zb

, (11)266

where αi is the angle between the sediment transport vector of the ith size fraction of sed-267

iment and x-axis direction which will deviate from the bed shear stress vector due to grav-268

ity effects, qb,i,n and qb,i,s correspond to the bedload magnitudes along the normal to the269

current direction and the stream-wise direction, respectively, and where the coefficient Ti270

is calculated as follows [Talmon et al., 1995]:271

Ti =
1

β2
√
τ∗
b,i

, (12)272

where τ∗
b,i

is the bed shear stress adimensionnalized by the ith size fraction of sediment273

also known as Shields parameter and scales the gravity effects as a function of the grain274

diameter of the ith size fraction, and β2 is an empirical coefficient used as a calibration275

parameter.276

The total shear stress τ [Pa] is calculated from the depth averaged flow velocity277

field, where τ = 0.5ρCf (u2 + v2) and Cf is equal to the sum of skin friction and bed-278

form drag. In this study, the bed shear stress is determined as a function of the total shear279

stress:280

τb = µτ , (13)281

where µ = C ′f /Cf is the friction factor and C ′f [-] is the equivalent Chézy coefficient only282

due to skin friction and is the only component acting on bedload [Mendoza et al., 2016].283

C ′f is calculated assuming a flat bed by using the Nikuradse’s formula (Equation 3), where284

the roughness height k ′s [m] is a function of the mean sediment diameter at the bed sur-285

face with:286

k ′s = αks × ds,m , (14)287

with αks a calibration parameter. García [2008] summarized different values of αks mea-288

sured in the field and in the laboratory ranging from 1 to 6.6.289

The numerical solution of Equations 1 is based on the finite element method P1,290

where the advective terms are computed with the method of the characteristics. The nu-291

merical solution of the sediment transport continuity equation (Equation 5) is performed292

by a procedure that combines an implicit finite element scheme and an edge-based explicit293

upwind advection scheme. This procedure assures mass-conservation at machine accuracy,294

monotonicity of tracers, copes with dry zones and is easily applicable to domain decom-295

position [Hervouet et al., 2011].296
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2.2 Study case297

The reference numerical model is meant to reproduce one laboratory experiment298

carried out by Lanzoni [2000b] at Delft Hydraulics (The Netherlands). Lanzoni’s experi-299

ments were performed in a water and sediment-recirculating rectangular straight flume of300

55 m long, 1.5 m wide and 1 m deep with rigid vertical sidewalls, with an initially flat301

bed. The imposed downstream free surface was adjusted so that the water surface profile302

was parallel to the longitudinal bed slope. Exiting sediment was continuously weighted to303

estimate sediment transport and then recirculated upstream [Lanzoni, 2000a]. According304

to Lanzoni, sediment was mainly transported as bedload. The bimodal grain size distri-305

bution (GSD) used by Lanzoni [2000b] was composed of a mixture of 67% of a well-306

sorted quartz sand with a geometric mean diameter of 0.19 mm and 33% of a well-sorted307

coarser sediment with a geometrical mean diameter of 2.0 mm, with ρs = 2.65 ·103 kg/m3.308

Among the experiments performed by Lanzoni, test P2009 is selected for the current study309

because sediment sorting was only measured and adressed for this experiment.310

Test P2009 was carried out with a constant flow discharge equal to 45 · 10−3 m3/s311

resulting in an average water depth equal to h̄ =0.050 m, with an initial longitudinal bed-312

slope equal to 0.00525. Under the conditions of this experiment, the width-to-depth ratio,313

denoted β = B/h̄ [-] with B [m] the active width, is equal to 30. The averaged exiting314

discharge of sediment including pores was 1.088 · 10−4 m3/s. Due to the high shear stress,315

a condition of fully mobilized transport was observed during the experiment. The longitu-316

dinal bar topography was measured at 20 cm from the sidewalls and on the center of the317

flume at t = 3 h when alternate migrating bars were well developed. During the experi-318

ments, non-uniform sediment was observed to strongly inhibit the formation of small-scale319

bedforms, such as ripples and dunes [Lanzoni, 2000b].320

2.3 Numerical model setup321

The numerical model from which all scenarios are derived uses an unstructured322

computational mesh composed triangles with typical length of approximately 0.093 m323

with a computational time step of ∆t = 0.04 s in order to keep a Courant number approx-324

imately equal to 0.2. Mesh and time convergence analyses have been conducted in order325

to obtain a satisfying spatial representation of the bars and ensuring numerical stability of326

the model. For all simulations, the turbulent eddy viscosity is set equal to νt = 10−6 m2/s327

and ρ = 1000 kg/m3. The initial longitudinal bed slope is set equal to i0 = 0.00525 and an328

initial random bed perturbation in the range [-5; 5] mm is used in order to fasten the for-329

mation of free bars. The sediment consists of two size fractions having diameter d1 = 0.2330

mm (67%) and d2 = 2 mm (33%), respectively, with ∆s = 1.65 and P0 = 0.40. In order331

to model the vertical sorting of sediment, the bed is discretized into nine vertical sediment332

storage layers where the thickness of the sublayers is equal to the active layer thickness,333

excepted from the deepest one.334

The boundary conditions of the hydrodynamic model correspond to an upstream335

constant flow discharge equal to 45 · 10−3 m3/s and a downstream constant free surface el-336

evation. Recirculation of sediment is simulated in the numerical model, which consists of337

re-injecting the volume of sediment that exits the channel uniformly across the upstream338

boundary, so that sediment mass continuity is always ensured in the channel.339

As pointed out by Defina [2003] and observed later by Qian et al. [2016] and Men-340

doza et al. [2016], free bars develop far from the upstream boundary. For this reason, the341

model flume has been extended from x = 60 m to x = 120 m.342

2.4 Numerical model simulations343

Calibration of the hydrodynamic model is performed based on the available hy-344

draulic data (i.e. mean water depth, longitudinal slope of the water surface and flow ve-345
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locity), where ks = 0.01 m yields satisfactory values of averaged water depth and velocity.346

Calibration of the morphodynamic model is based on the available sediment transport vol-347

ume and raw data of longitudinal bed evolution profiles measured in the laboratory. Sat-348

isfactory values of bar amplitude, wavelength and celerity are obtained with αb = 3.2,349

β1 = 1.3, β2 = 1.6, αks = 5.5 and La = 5 mm (cf 3.1). Before calibrating the model,350

a sensitivity analysis based on the active and subsurface layers thicknesses has been con-351

ducted. This analysis showed that the sediment sorting pattern tends to be identical using352

layer thicknesses in the range of [5-10] mm, even if the increasing of layers thicknesses353

tends to slow down the process of sediment sorting with respect to bed evolution. Using354

thicker layers, the computed sediment sorting pattern becomes irrelevant as the variation355

of fractional volume contents of sediment is too slow in comparison to bed evolution.”356

This calibrated model is then used as a scenario of reference (run P2009-1) for the simula-357

tion runs presented thereafter.358

Eight numerical scenarios (P2009-2 to -9) have been derived from the reference sce-359

nario (P2009-1). All scenarios have a duration of 280.000 s (≈83 h) in order to reach360

morphodynamic equilibrium. Four of these scenarios (P2009-3, -4, -8 and -9) have a361

transverse obstacle obstructing 2/3 of the channel width, which is inserted in the channel362

at x = 10 m on the right side wall to generate hybrid bars [e.g. Crosato et al., 2011].363

The influence of sediment size heterogeneity on free and hybrid bars is analysed364

by comparing the results of scenarios with different sediment mixtures having the same365

median grain diameter, hence exhibiting different degrees of sediment size heterogene-366

ity. Runs P2009-5 and -8 correspond to a uniform sediment of median diameter equal to367

d50 = 0.48 mm, which is equal to the median grain diameter of the non-uniform sediment368

used by Lanzoni [2000b], referred to as uniform sediment (Uni-GSD); runs P2009-1 and369

-3 correspond to the non-uniform sediment used by Lanzoni, referred to as reference sedi-370

ment (Ref GSD); runs P2009-6 and -9 correspond to a GSD with d1 = 0.1 mm (67%) and371

d2 = 4 mm (33%), referred to as extended sediment (Ext-GSD).372

The role of planform and vertical sediment sorting on free and hybrid bars is inves-373

tigated by comparing the results of two types of scenarios: scenarios for which sediment374

sorting is accounted (runs P2009-1, -3 and -6) and scenarios for which sediment sorting is375

not accounted (runs P2009-2, -4 and -7). To avoid planform and vertical grain size sort-376

ing, these scenarios are characterized by a thick active layer of La = 100 m. Indeed, using377

the active layer approach of Hirano, the volume fraction content of the ith size fraction in378

the active layer Fa,i(x, y, t) is assumed to be constant along the vertical (i.e. independent379

from z), but it is a function of the longitudinal, transversal coordinates (x, y) and time t.380

This dependence allows to describe the time evolution of the different volume fractions in381

the active layer. Assuming a thick active layer is equivalent to neglect mass exchange be-382

tween the active layer and the substrate, where the volume fraction of the ith size fraction383

in the substrate denoted as Fsub,i(x, y, z, t) is also function of the vertical axes z (Equation384

5). All scenarios are listed in Table 1.385

2.5 Analysis methods387

In this work, Hb [cm] denotes bar amplitude and corresponds to the elevation be-388

tween a maximum and a minimum of bed topography [Nelson et al., 2015a] between the389

longitudinal profiles extracted at 20 cm from the left and the right sidewalls (i.e. at y =390

±0.55 m). The bar wavelength λb [m] denotes the distance between the two nearest bar391

tops separated by a pool. Averaged free bar characteristics obtained numerically are com-392

puted in the last 40 meters of the channel, i.e. 80-120 m, as here are assumed to be fully393

developed in this area. Similarly, the characteristics of hybrid bars are measured in the in-394

terval [35-70] m. The bar wavelength denoted by λb,max [m] corresponds to the longest395

free bar wavelength observed during a given simulation, that is representative to the most396

fully developed free bar during the numerical run. The bar wavelength denoted by λb,s397
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Table 1. Scenarios studied.386

Run Scenario description ∗
Grain Size
Distribution

(GSD)

Obstacle
(Y/N)

Sediment
sorting
(Y/N)

Bars at
equilibrium
F=Free

H=Hybrid

P2009-1 Reference Ref No Yes F
P2009-2 Reference without sorting Ref No No F
P2009-3 Reference with obstacle Ref Yes Yes F & H
P2009-4 Reference with obstacle without sorting Ref Yes No H

P2009-5 Reference with uniform sediment Uni No No F
P2009-6 Reference with extended sediment Ext No Yes F
P2009-7 Reference with extended sediment without sorting Ext No No F
P2009-8 Reference with obstacle with uniform sediment Uni Yes No F & H
P2009-9 Reference with obstacle with extended sediment Ext Yes Yes F & H

∗ The duration of the numerical simulations is equal to 280.000 s for all the scenarios.

[m] corresponds to the hybrid bar wavelength measured at the end of the simulation. The398

free bar celerity cb [m/h] is measured as the distance of migration of a bar front during399

a given lapse of time, while the free bar rate cr [bar/h] is defined as the number of bar400

fronts that intersect a given section during a given lapse of time. This lapse of time corre-401

sponds to the time between when the first fully developed free bars are observed in the402

channel and the end of the simulation. The bed evolution ∆zb [m] is computed as the403

difference between the channel bed elevation obtained at a given time and that from the404

initial time (i.e. t = 0 s). The raw longitudinal bed profiles measured in the laboratory405

experiment are analysed and compared to consider only fully developed bar characteris-406

tics. The morphodynamic equilibrium is assumed to be reached when all morphodynamics407

variables are time periodic for each point of the domain.408

Bar tops or crests denote the highest topographic points of bars, while pools corre-409

spond to the lowest topographic points (Figure 1). For free bar migrating in downstream410

direction, as in the experiments of Lanzoni, the bar fronts are located downstream of the411

bar top, just before the transition with the lee side. Originally defined for dunes, the lee412

side corresponds to the transition between the bar front and the pool and has a negative413

slope, while the stoss side is used for the transition between the pool and the next bar414

front (Figure 1). As for dunes, we compute the dimensionless ratio of bar amplitude over415

bar wavelength (=Hb

λb
) to determine the lee and stoss sides slopes.416

./imgs/p01.pdf

Figure 1. Illustration of the terminology and nomenclature used to describe bars.417

2.6 Bar mode prediction and concept of resonance418

The physics-based predictor for the number of river bars per cross-section of Crosato419

and Mosselman [2009] is used in the present study. The most likely number of bars per420

cross section, denoted m, is derived from the following equation:421

m =
β

π

√
(b − 3) f (τ̄∗)Cf , (15)422

where b (here =5) [-] is the degree of nonlinearity in the dependence of sediment trans-423

port on the flow velocity, τ̄∗ [-] corresponds to the reach-averaged Shields number and424

f (τ̄∗) = 0.85
E

√
τ̄∗ according to Talmon et al. [1995], where E is a coefficient of calibration,425

commonly set equal to 0.5. To remain consistent with the formulation for the correction of426
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bedload direction used in the numerical model, E is set equal to 0.53 so that β2 = 1.6 in427

Equation 12.428

While the bar mode is defined as an integer number, when derived using Equation429

(15), it results as a real number. For this reason, we indicate “mode” the real result of430

Equation (15). In the case of m = 1, the system is at right resonant conditions for alternate431

bars. When m < 1, the system is at sub-resonant conditions, so that hybrid bars amplitude432

decreases longitudinally. When m > 1, the system is at super-resonant conditions, so that433

hybrid bars amplitude grows longitudinally. The resonant width-to-depth ratio for alternate434

bars, denoted βr , is derived from Equation 15 by imposing the value m = 1.435
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3 Numerical results436

In this section, the influence of sediment size heterogeneity and planform and ver-437

tical sorting of sediment on bar morphodynamics are studied for the scenarios with and438

without the presence of an upstream obstacle obstructing 2/3 of the channel width. The439

values of morphodynamic variables and the bar characteristics at equilibrium are summa-440

rized in Table 2 for all scenarios.441

Table 2. Sediment transport and observed bar characteristics for the studied scenarios.442

Run Q̄b

10−4[m3/s]
¯Qb ,1
¯Qb ,2

Fa ,1 Fsub ,1
λb ,s

[m]
Hb ,s

[cm]
λb ,max

[m]
Hb

[cm]
cr

[bar/h]

P2009-1 1.097 2.6 0.58 0.65 - - 14.4 5.2 0.63
P2009-2 1.091 4.5 0.67 0.67 - - 14.7 5.4 0.61
P2009-3 1.133 2.3 0.60 0.66 28.5 4.6 20.1 5.8 0.29
P2009-4 1.150 4.3 0.67 0.67 20.6 8.0 - - -

P2009-5 1.081 - - - - - 13.9 4.7 0.65
P2009-6 1.229 2.7 0.53 0.64 - - 15.0 6.1 0.70
P2009-7 1.231 8.2 0.67 0.67 - - 15.7 6.2 0.72
P2009-8 1.108 - - - 26.4 5.0 21.8 5.1 0.31
P2009-9 1.262 2.6 0.58 0.65 30.3 6.1 22.7 4.1 0.30

Q̄b (resp. ¯Qb ,1/ ¯Qb ,2) is the averaged solid discharge (resp. is the ratio between the averaged
fractional solid discharges) crossing the downstream boundary during the 280.000 s of simulation;
Fa ,1 (resp. Fsub ,1) is the spatially averaged fractional volume content of fine sediment in the

active layer (resp. in the substrate excepted from the deepest layer); Hb (resp. Hb ,s ) denotes the
averaged free bar (resp. hybrid bar) amplitude measured from t =20.000 s to t =280.000 s
(resp. at t = 280.000 s); λb ,s denotes the hybrid bar wavelength measured at the end of the

simulation; cr is the bar rate and is measured from t =20.000 s to t =280.000 s.

3.1 Scenarios without obstacle443

To describe the numerical results obtained in the runs without obstacle, attention is444

firstly given on the reference scenario (P2009-1). Bar amplitude, wavelength and celerity445

obtained with the reference scenario (Figure 2 and Table 3) are in good agreement with446

Lanzoni [2000b]’s observations. The averaged exiting volume of sediment from the begin-447

ning of the numerical experiment to t = 3 h is equal to 1.083 ·10−4 m3/s, which is close448

to 1.088 ·10−4 m3/s measured during the laboratory experiments performed by Lanzoni449

[2000b]. At t = 3 h, the computed bar wavelength range is 10.8±1.1 m and the bar am-450

plitude range 3.5±0.9 cm (Figure 2), while Lanzoni [2000b] measured a value of 10.2 m451

and 3.4 cm, respectively. The computed bar velocity is underestimated compared to the452

values measured during the experiments (9.8 m/h against 11.0 m/h, respectively) (Table453

3 and Figure 3a). Experimentally and numerically, free bars show very steep topographic454

gradients at the transition between bar heads and pools, and mild stoss sides.455

Author Hb [cm] λb [m] cb [m/h]

This work 3.5 10.8 9.8
Lanzoni [2000b] 3.4 10.2 11.0

Table 3. Free bar characteristics at t = 3 h.456

457
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458

./imgs/p02.pdf

Figure 2. Comparison of a) bed evolution along the left longitudinal profile and b) difference of bed
elevation between the left and right longitudinal profiles at t =3 h, obtained with the calibrated numerical

model (run P2009-1) and measured by Lanzoni [2000b].
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./imgs/p03.pdf

Figure 3. Bed evolution from t = 0 s to t = 280.000 s at (x=102 m;y=0.55 m) for the scenarios considered
in this study.
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./imgs/p04.pdf

Figure 4. Planform evolution of bed topography, shear stress and surface sediment sorting without obstacle
for the (a) reference and (b) extended sediments scenarios at t = 280.000 s.

467

468

469

./imgs/p05.pdf

Figure 5. Longitudinal profiles of bed evolution and vertical sediment sorting without obstacle for the (a)
reference and (b) extended sediments scenarios at t = 280.000 s.
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473

In the reference scenario, bars are similar to the ones observed experimentally by474

Lanzoni [2000b] as they continue to grow and elongate over time, before reaching a quasi-475

equilibrium state starting from t ≈ 20.000 s (≈ 5.6 h) wherein their amplitude and wave-476

length tend to vary moderately by oscillating toward an equilibrium value (Figure 3a). The477

last behavior is also observed when the uniform sediment (run P2009-5) and the extended478

sediment (run P2009-5) are used (Figure 3b). When non-uniform sediment is used (i.e.479

runs P2009-1 and -5), along the sidewalls, the material is increasingly coarser from the480

lee-side (transition between the bar front and the pool) until the next bar front (Figure 4,481

5 and 6). While the bar top is covered by coarse material, where the coarsest material is482

located in the vicinity of the sidewall, the thalweg is found to be covered by fine material,483

where the finest material is found immediately downstream of the bar front. As a result,484

a pattern of coarse material on top and fine material in pools is found, and coincides with485

Lanzoni’s observations at t = 3 h (Figure 6) in terms of spatial representation of sediment486

sorting. This is achieved when the active layer and subsurface layers thicknesses are set487

equal to La = Lk=1:7 = 2.5 × d90 (= 5 mm), where d90 corresponds to the 90th centile of488

the GSD. The adopted layer thicknesses are found to lie in the range of the values men-489

tioned in the literature, which is often of the same order of d90 [García, 2008; Church and490

Haschenburger, 2017; Viparelli et al., 2017].491

./imgs/p06.pdf

Figure 6. Bed evolution and surface sediment sorting at t = 3 h from x = 40 m to x = 80 m obtained with
the reference scenario (run P2009-1).

492

493

./imgs/p07.pdf

Figure 7. Spatially averaged solid discharges with and without sediment sorting for (a) the reference
sediment (run P2009-1) and (b) the extended sediment (run P2009-6) scenarios. Q̄b is the averaged volume of

sediment crossing the downstream boundary during the 280.000 s of simulation; ¯Qb,1 (resp. ¯Qb,2) is the
averaged volume of fine (resp. coarse) sediment crossing the downstream boundary during the 280.000 s of

simulation.
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497

498

At the early stages of the reference scenario (t ≤ 5000 s), the transport rate of fine499

material is approximately 4 times higher than the coarse material rate (Figure 7a, solid500

lines), whereas the initial volume content of fine sediment is about twice the initial con-501

tent of coarse sediment. In the upstream part of the flume, fine material is progressively502

removed and transported downstream as a sedimentation wave, illustrated by the wave503

front located at x ≈ 23 m in Figure 8. This results in a decreasing of the fine material504

content in the upstream part of the flume and in an increasing of it in the downstream part505

in the active layer and it is even more pronounced in the sublayers (Table 2 and Figure506

9a,b). Figure 9 shows that the fine material tends to be buried, as the upper layers grad-507

ually coarsen over time. A similar behavior has also been observed in the run with the508

extended sediment (Figure 7b), but is not detailed here.509

./imgs/p08.pdf

Figure 8. Planform surface sorting of sediment at t = 2000 s with the reference scenario showing the
sedimentation wave front at x ≈ 23 m (run P2009-1).
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./imgs/p09.pdf

Figure 9. Time evolution of the spatially averaged fractional volume contents of fine sediment in each
storage layer denoted ¯Fk ,1 in the (a) first (x ∈ [0; 60] m) and (b) second half (x ∈ [60; 120] m) parts of the

channel with the reference scenario (run P2009-1).
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./imgs/p10.pdf

Figure 10. Longitudinal profiles of bed evolution and bed shear stress with the reference sediment at
t = 200.000 s a) without obstacle with sediment sorting (run P2009-1), b) with the obstacle with sediment

sorting (run P2009-3) and c) with the obstacle without sediment sorting (run P2009-4).
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./imgs/p11.pdf

Figure 11. Longitudinal profiles of bed evolution and total bedload transport rate with the reference
sediment at t = 200.000 s a) without obstacle with sediment sorting (run P2009-1), b) with the obstacle with

sediment sorting (run P2009-3) and c) with the obstacle without sediment sorting (run P2009-4).

518

519

520

In run P2009-1, even though the system remains highly dynamic and produces bars521

of different amplitudes, wavelengths and celerities (Figure 3a), and the averaged sediment522

transport rates oscillate around a constant value already after t ≈ 20.000 s (Figure 9), the523

morphodynamics equilibrium is assumed to be reached at around t ≈ 150.000 s when524

fractional transport rates of sediment and volume fractions content of sediment in the sed-525

iment storage layers are nearly constant (Figure 7a and 9). Depending on the longitudinal526

location in the flume, the bed displays different properties. A first zone is identified in the527

upstream part of the flume where bars do not form (Figure 10a). A distance is required to528

generate numerically a sufficient lateral bed deformation leading to the formation of bars529

[Crosato et al., 2012], and is approximately equal to x = 40 m in run P2009-1, corre-530

sponding to approximately 3.5×λb . A second zone can be identified immediately down-531

stream, where bars are forming, developing and merging (Figure 10a). In the conditions of532

the current numerical run, this area extends from x ≈ 50 m to x ≈ 85 m, corresponding to533

approximately from 4×λb to 7×λb . The last identified area corresponds to a zone where534

bars are fully developed and propagate with a regular pattern (Figure 10a). These zones535

are also present when the uniform sediment (run P2009-5) and extended sediment (run536

P2009-6) are used, and have the same spatial extent that in the case where the reference537

sediment (run P2009-1) is used (e.g. Figure 4 and 5).538

In such a configuration, the bed shear stress is the lowest immediately downstream539

of the bar fronts and progressively increases until approximately the middle of the stoss540

side, before decreasing progressively toward the bar front (Figure 10a). A sudden drop of541

bed shear stress is located downstream of the bar front, as the water depth immediately in-542

creases and the flow velocity decreases at this location. This leads to high sediment trans-543

port rates over the bar, which suddenly drops at the bar front (Figure 11a). Consequently,544

the free migrating bar topography, the distribution of bed shear stress and sediment trans-545

port display an asymmetrical longitudinal shape (Figure 10a, 11a and 12a,b). Small values546

of α indicate that the vector of the sediment transport slightly deviates from the flow di-547

rection (Figure 12). As a result, the gravitational forces exerted by the transverse slopes548

weakly contributes to the bedload transport (e.g. 9% in the case of the reference scenario,549

Figure 12c), where the remaining fraction of bedload follows the flow direction (Figure550

12b).551

3.2 Scenarios with an obstacle555

The transverse obstacle set at x = 10 m and obstructing 2/3 of the flume width (Fig-556

ure 13a,b) generates a forced bar immediately downstream in all the scenarios considered557
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./imgs/p12.pdf

Figure 12. Planform distribution of the a) bed evolution, b) total volumetric bedload magnitude and c)
component of the total volumetric bedload magnitude per unit of width without pores projected along y-axis

at t = 280.000 s for the reference scenario (run P2009-1).

552

553

554

(runs P2009-3, -4, -8 and -9) [Crosato and Desta, 2009; Nelson et al., 2015b; Duró et al.,558

2016]. The first pool is located in front of the obstacle and is ≈ 8 cm deep. The forced559

bar located immediately downstream of the obstacle is ≈ 5 m long (Figure 13a,b). At560

t = 0, a train of free alternate bars progressively forms in the vicinity of the obstacle and561

migrates downstream. In all scenarios, bars located in the vicinity of the obstacle gradu-562

ally slow down and stabilize in amplitude and wavelength, leading to the development of563

hybrid bars in this region (from x ≈ 30 m to x ≈ 65 m, Figure 13a,b).564

./imgs/p13.pdf

Figure 13. Planform distribution of the bed evolution and total bedload magnitude at t = 200.000 s using
the obstacle and the reference sediment, with a) sediment sorting (run P2009-3) and b) without sediment

sorting (run P2009-4). P denotes the measurement point located at (x=102 m;y=0.55 m).
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566

567

./imgs/p14.pdf

Figure 14. Bed evolution from t = 0 s to t = 100.000 s at point P (x=102 m;y=0.55 m) with reference
sediment without (P2009-1) and with (P2009-3) the transverse obstacle.

568

569

For t < 25.000 s, the downstream free bars obtained without (run P2009-3) and with570

(run P2009-4) the transverse obstacle show distinct amplitudes, wavelengths and celeri-571

ties (Figure 14), while the averaged free bar amplitude, maximal wavelength and migration572

rate are affected by less than 10%. From t > 25.000 s, for scenarios P2009-3, -4, -8 and -573

9, the obstacle has an influence on the downstream free bars (x > 85 m), where their aver-574

aged characteristics differ from the ones obtained without obstacle (Table 2). The presence575

of hybrid bars slows down free bar migration, increasing the free bar wavelength while the576

amplitude can either increase when uniform or reference sediments are used (runs P2009-1577

vs. -3 and P2009-5 vs. -8) or decrease when the extended sediment is used (run P2009-6578

vs. -9, Table 2 and Figure 3d,f). Free bars are present in the most downstream part of the579

flume i.e. for x > 85 m only if sediment sorting is accounted for or when the uniform580

sediment is used (runs P2009-3, -8 and -9, Figure 3f and 13a). Otherwise, free bars are581

completely replaced by hybrid bars, as showed by the steady time-series of the bed topog-582

raphy (run P2009-4, Figure 3f and 13b).583

The longitudinal distribution of bed shear stress and total bedload transport rates584

over free bars obtained with and without an obstacle show a similar behaviour (Figure585

10a,b and 11a,b). The variation of bed shear stress over hybrid bars (i.e. from x ≈ 30586

m to x ≈ 65 m) is smoother than for free bars (i.e. x > 85 m), as well as the longitu-587

dinal topographic variations, where the lee side and the stoss side of hybrid bars display588

milder slopes (Figure 10b). In the case of hybrid bars, the maximum value of bed shear589

stress (≈ 3 Pa) is located in the pools, and the minimum of bed shear stress (≈ 0.6 Pa) is590

found above bar tops and is strictly positive. Moreover, as hybrid bars are longer than free591

bars, the decrease of bed shear stress from the middle of the stoss side to the front of hy-592

brid bars is more pronounced than for free bars. Consequently, the sediment transport over593

hybrid bars is distributed differently than for free bars, where the variation of sediment594

transport is smoother than for free bars and is weakly increased in the thalweg and weakly595
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decreased over bar tops (Figure 11a,b, 12a,b and 13). As a result, the hybrid bar topog-596

raphy, the bed shear stress and the sediment transport rates display a more symmetrical597

shape with respect to the ones obtained with free migrating bars.598

./imgs/p15.pdf

Figure 15. Planform evolution of bed topography, shear stress and surface sediment sorting with the
obstacle for the reference sediment scenario at t = 280.000 s.

599

600

According to Figures 15 and 16a,b, the finest sediment and the lowest shear stress601

are located at the downstream end of hybrid bar tops and at their fronts. Moreover, values602

of ds,m and τb tend to increase progressively until a point located between the pool and603

the first half of the stoss side, and then decrease progressively until the next bar top. On604

the opposite, the coarsest sediment tends to accumulate in the stoss side and in the thal-605

weg, where the value of the bed shear stress is higher.606

./imgs/p16.pdf

Figure 16. Longitudinal profiles of bed evolution and vertical sediment sorting with the obstacle with the
(a) reference and (b) extended sediments scenarios at t = 280.000 s.

607

608

3.3 Effects of sediment size heterogeneity609

3.3.1 Free bars610

The spatially averaged flow velocity, water depth, bed shear stress and equilibrium611

longitudinal slope obtained at the end of the numerical scenarios using various GSDs612

(runs P2009-1, -5 and -6) without the obstacle are summed-up in Table 4. The change613

of GSD does not affect the averaged flow depth and velocity, since the differences in flow614

velocity and water depth are less than 2%. On the other hand, in comparison with uni-615

form sediment (run P2009-5), sediment size heterogeneity leads to a general increasing616

of bed shear stress and Shields numbers of around 31% with the reference sediment (run617

P2009-1) and 81% with the extended sediment (run P2009-6) (Table 4, Figure 4a,b). Sim-618

ilarly, the averaged total transport rate increases when a more heterogeneous sediment is619

considered, and the ratio of fine over coarse particles transport also increases slightly (Ta-620

ble 2 and Figure 7a vs. 7b). These results show that increased sediment size heterogene-621

ity induces higher bedload transport rates, where the transport of fine sediment is signifi-622

cantly increased, while the transport of coarse sediment is only weakly increased (Tab. 4623

and Figure 7a vs. 7b). This effect is associated to the hiding-exposure phenomenon [e.g.624

Wilcock and Crowe, 2003]. Consequently, the increasing of sediment transport rate is fol-625

lowed by a small, but not negligible, increasing of longitudinal reach slope denoted as i∞626

[-]. Indeed, at the end of the runs, the longitudinal slope obtained with uniform sediment627

is about 0.56%,while it increases by 0.01% with the reference sediment and increases by628

0.02% with the extended sediment (Table 4).629

./imgs/p17.pdf

Figure 17. Cross-stream bed evolution of (a) free bars and (b) hybrid bars at bars front locations for the
uniform, reference and extended sediments scenarios (different vertical scales are used).

632

633

Sediment size heterogeneity affects both free bar wavelength and amplitude (Fig-634

ure 3b, 5a,b and 17a). The cross-stream profiles of the bar show that in comparison with635
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Table 4. Values of the representative hydraulic parameters obtained at t = 280.000 s for the numerical runs
using various GSDs and sediment layer thicknesses.

630

631

Run GSD ū [m/s] h̄ [m] τ̄b [Pa] ¯τ∗
b ,1 [-] ¯τ∗

b ,2 [-] i∞ [-]

runs without obstacle
Heterogeneity y P2009-5 Uni 0.54 0.056 1.6 28 9 0.54

}
sorting

P2009-1 Ref 0.54 0.056 2.1 37 12 0.55
P2009-6 Ext 0.54 0.056 2.9 51 16 0.56

Heterogeneity ↓ P2009-2 Ref 0.54 0.056 2.0 35 11 0.55
}
no sorting

P2009-7 Ext 0.54 0.056 2.5 44 14 0.56
runs with obstacle

Heterogeneity y P2009-8 Uni 0.53 0.055 1.6 28 9 0.55
}
sorting

P2009-3 Ref 0.53 0.056 2.0 35 11 0.56
P2009-9 Ext 0.53 0.055 2.6 46 14 0.56

Heterogeneity ↓ = increase of sediment size heterogeneity

uniform sediment, increasing sediment size heterogeneity tends to widen free bars by ap-636

proximately 0.10 m (≈ 15%) with the reference sediment and 0.30 m (≈ 46%) for the637

extended sediment (Figure 17a). As a result, the flow is concentrated in the narrow pool,638

which tends to be deepen by approximately 0.8 cm (≈ 13%) with the reference sediment639

and 2.4 cm (≈ 40%) for the extended sediment. The change of GSD has a low impact640

on the elevation of the bar top (Figure 17a). Therefore, the free bar amplitude increases641

by approximately 11% in the case of the reference sediment with respect to the uniform642

sediment(Table 2 and Figure 3b and 5a vs. 5b). In the same way, the free bar amplitude643

increases by approximately 12% in the case of the extended sediment with respect to the644

reference sediment. In comparison with the uniform sediment, the time-averaged bar rate645

computed at (x=102 m;y=0.55 m) is weakly decreased by 3% with the reference sediment,646

whereas the extended sediment tends to increase moderately by 11% the bar rate (Table647

2). Consequently, as bars rate and wavelength are increased with increasing sediment size648

heterogeneity, bars celerity turns out to be higher too. When the obstacle is set-up (runs649

P2009-3, -8 and -9), in comparison with uniform sediment, increased sediment size het-650

erogeneity tends to increase the free bar amplitude by 35% with the reference sediment651

and to decrease by 20% with the extended sediment (Table 2 and Figure 3c). In general,652

if the free bar amplitude increases, the maximal wavelength tends to decrease. The mean653

free bar velocities tend to follow the same trend as in the runs without obstacle, where bar654

velocity increases with the extended sediment.655

Comparison between runs with the reference sediment and with the extended sed-656

iment (runs P2009-1 vs. P2009-6, P2009-3 vs. -9) indicates that planform and vertical657

sediment sorting become much more pronounced when a more heterogeneous sediment is658

used, whereas the surface sorting pattern remains identical considering a varying sediment659

size heterogeneity (Figure 4a,b and 5a,b). Moreover, the fully developed bars (from x ≈ 80660

m to x ≈ 120 m) obtained in the reference and extended sediments scenarios generally661

show the same vertical sediment sorting pattern, which is defined by a progressive fining662

from the bar top surface until the deepest sediment layer and the opposite behaviour at the663

pool location.664

3.3.2 Hybrid bars665

Hybrid bars arise from the presence of a transverse obstacle as described in Sec-666

tion 3.2. With the obstacle, sediment size heterogeneity leads to a general increasing of667

bed shear stress of around 25% with the reference sediment (run P2009-3) and 62% with668

the extended sediment (run P2009-9), in comparison with uniform sediment (run P2009-669

8) (Table 4). The spatially averaged bedload transport rate slighty increases by 2.5% for670

the runs with an obstacle in comparison with scenarios without obstacle (Table 2). The671
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decreasing of the ratio between the fine over the coarse fractional bedload transport rates672

shows that the obstacle tends to averagely coarsen the bedload, especially for the reference673

sediment. The averaged volume fractions for the fine material of surface and the sublay-674

ers (excepted from the deepest layer) present higher magnitudes (0.60 with the Ref GSD675

and 0.58 with the Ext GSD) in comparison with the experiments without channel obstacle676

(0.58 with the Ref GSD and 0.53 with the Ext GSD, Table 2).677

./imgs/p18.pdf

Figure 18. Longitudinal profiles of bed evolution at t = 200.000 s with the obstacle for the uniform
(P2009-8), reference (P2009-3) and extended (P2009-9) sediments scenarios.

678

679

Increasing of sediment size heterogeneity tend to decrease the hybrid bar amplitude680

and increase the wavelength by 8% with the reference sediment, and to increase impor-681

tantly the hybrid bar amplitude by 22% and the wavelength by 15% with the extended682

size heterogeneity (Table 2, Figure 3c and 18). The sediment sorting pattern obtained with683

the reference and extended sediments are similar, while the degree of sediment sorting in-684

creases if sediment size heterogeneity is increased (Figure 16a,b).685

3.4 Effects of spatial sediment sorting686

3.4.1 Free bars687

While the spatially averaged water depth and scalar flow velocity are not signif-688

icantly impacted by the sorting of sediment (Table 4) (run P2009-1 vs. P2009-2; run689

P2009-6 vs. P2009-7), the opposite phenomenon is observed for the bed shear stress.690

When the sorting of sediment is accounted for, indeed, the bed shear stress varies as a691

function of the local surface grain size (refer to Equation 13 and 14). In general, the av-692

eraged bed shear stress increases if sediment sorting is simulated (Table 4). Long-term693

simulations show that sediment sorting does not affect the longitudinal reach slope. Fur-694

thermore, for all the scenarios where sediment sorting is accounted, the surface sediment695

progressively coarsens whereas fine sediment tends to be buried (Figure 5a,b).696

Comparison between runs in which sediment sorting is accounted (runs P2009-1 and697

-6) and in which sediment sorting is not accounted (runs P2009-2 and -7) show that plan-698

form and vertical sediment sorting has a negligible impact on the bed evolution during699

the earliest stages of free bar development (i.e. for t < 80.000 s with the reference sed-700

iment and t < 20.000 s with the extended sediment, Figure 3d,e). Later on, the sorting701

of sediment impacts the bed evolution, where bars shift in phase by slowing down (resp.702

accelerating), or alternatively increasing (resp. decreasing) their wavelength (Figure 3d,e).703

While sediment sorting decreases weakly the maximal bar wavelength by around 5%, it704

does not impact significantly the averaged free bar amplitude (Table 2), where bars tend to705

propagate at the same migration rate.706

3.4.2 Hybrid bars707

When sediment sorting is considered, at the late stage of run P2009-3, the formation708

of downstream free bars is controlled by a steady bar located at approximately x = 70 m,709

i.e. at a distance of approximately 2.5 × λb,s downstream from the obstacle. Free bar and710

hybrid bar dynamics tend to follow a cyclic and repetitive pattern: the hybrid bar gradu-711

ally elongates in amplitude (Figure 19a,b), until it reaches a maximum wavelength corre-712

sponding approximately to the wavelength of the steady bars formed more upstream (Fig-713

ure 19b). Then, the last hybrid bar splits into two shorter bars (Figure 19c,d). The most714

upstream one remains steady, whereas the second one migrates downstream as a free bar715

(Figure 19d,e). This phenomenon of free bar formation is not observed when sediment716
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sorting is not considered (run P2009-4), where hybrid bars develop from upstream and717

replace progressively all free bars (Figure 3f).718

./imgs/p19.pdf

Figure 19. Planform bed evolution with an upstream transverse obstacle with the reference sediment at
different times of the simulation showing the process of free bar detachment and formation (run P2009-3).

719

720

When sediment sorting is accounted for, the hybrid bar wavelength increases by 38%721

and the bar amplitude decreases by 74% (Table 2, Figure 13a,b and 20) with respect to722

the scenario without sediment sorting (run P2009-4). With sediment sorting, bars are723

damped in longitudinal direction [Struiksma and Crosato, 1989] and the bed shear stress724

is larger than zero over hybrid bar tops (Figure 10b). In the case without sediment sorting,725

the water depth over hybrid bars tops is close to zero, so that the bed shear stress and the726

sediment transport are equal to zero at bar front locations (Figure 10c 11c).727

./imgs/p20.pdf

Figure 20. Longitudinal profiles of bed evolution at t = 200.000 s with the reference sediment with
sediment sorting (run P2009-3) and without sediment sorting (run P2009-4).

728

729

4 Discussion730

4.1 Considerations on channel bed sediment sorting731

According to the numerical results obtained with the model reproducing Lanzoni732

[2000b]’s experiment P2009 (run P2009-1), the sediment sorting pattern displays the ex-733

pected sediment segregation resulting in coarse material over bar tops and finer sediment734

on the pools. In the model, the main mechanism controlling the sorting of sediment re-735

sults from the interaction between the bed topography, the bed shear stress and the GSD736

used for the experiment. Fine material accumulates in areas characterized by low bed737

shear stresses. The increase of bed shear stress along the bar induces selective entrain-738

ment, so that grain size gradually coarsens along the bar, as also observed by Nelson et al.739

[2015a]. The pattern of coarse material on bar tops and fine material on pools becomes740

more appreciable on the long-term than at the beginning of the experiments, showing that741

the degree of sediment sorting is amplified when bars are fully developed and that bed to-742

pography actively controls sediment sorting (Figure 4a). Numerical results also show that743

the sediment of surface and underneath layers coarsen progressively over time, while the744

sediment tends to be finer downstream than upstream (= downstream fining) and the bed-745

load progressively coarsens during the simulation as observed experimentally by Hoey and746

Ferguson [1994], Seal et al. [1997] and Toro-Escobar et al. [2000] (Table 2 and Figure 7a747

and 9a,b). In the nature, this phenomenon should be depicted by a pattern of downstream748

fining, so that the fine sediment would be buried and the surface sediment would become749

coarser and less heterogeneous in size, and the fine sediment would be stored in areas of750

low constraints (i.e. downstream of bar fronts).751

In the area where bars are forming, developing and merging (i.e. from x ≈ 50 m752

to x ≈ 85 m), free migrating bars display a sorting pattern with fine sediment in pools753

and coarse sediment on bar tops. The sediment at the surface of bars coarsens moderately,754

while the sediment of subsurface becomes finer (Figure 5a). By migrating downstream755

(i.e. for x > 85 m), free bars display the same sediment sorting pattern but with a higher756

degree of sorting (Figure 5a). This highlights the fact that the sorting of sediment does757

not adapt immediately to the topographic changes and hydraulic conditions, as the degree758
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of sediment sorting is not the same in the area of bar formation and in the area of bar759

stabilization. In this case, sediment sorting rather requires a certain time or length (at ap-760

proximately 6.5 × λb from the channel inlet) to find a stable condition illustrated by the761

fully developed bars located at x > 85 m.762

4.2 Comparison of free and hybrid bars morphodynamics763

Free and hybrid bars show consistently a different bed topography (Table 2 and Fig-764

ure 5a,b vs 16a,b, 19a-e and 20). Free bars are at least two times shorter than hybrid bars,765

which is in agreement with previous observations [Duró et al., 2016]. Free bar amplitude766

is of the same order than the amplitude of hybrid bars. As a result, the slope of the lee767

side and of the stoss side of free bars are steeper (Hb

λb
≈ 4 · 10−3) than the ones of hybrid768

bars (Hb ,s

λb ,s
≈ 2.5 · 10−3). The most striking difference is depicted at the bar front location:769

while free bars always show a very steep, almost vertical topographic gradient immedi-770

ately downstream of their fronts, hybrid bars generally show a milder slope, which makes771

a smoother transition between their front and the lee side. Consequently, the distribution772

of bed shear stress and sediment transport along hybrid bars (Figure 10b and 11b,c) is dif-773

ferent from the ones displayed by free bars (Figure 10a and 11a), where the longitudinal774

variations of bed shear stress and sediment transport are generally smoother over hybrid775

bars. With hybrid bars, the maximum values of bed shear stress are located in the pools776

and in the thalweg, while with free bars they are located closer to the middle of the stoss777

side. Moreover, the minimum of shear stress found immediately downstream of the bar778

front can be different from zero for hybrid bars, whereas it is always found to be equal to779

zero for free migrating bars. The averaged bed shear stress in the system is similar with780

and without the transverse obstacle (Table 4). However, it is relatively higher in the thal-781

weg for hybrid bars in comparison with free bars, and to counterbalance this effect, the782

bed shear stress is lowered over hybrid bars tops (Figure 4a,b vs. 15). The same observa-783

tion is made concerning the sediment transport rates (Figure 12a,b vs. 13a,b and 11a vs.784

b). The topography, the bed shear stress and the sediment transport rates measured over785

hybrid bars present a symmetrical shape, in contrast with free bars that show an asymmet-786

rical shape, especially at the bar front location.787

The difference observed between the distribution of bed shear stress over the hybrid788

and free bars explains how the hybrid bar topography enhances its stability by redistribut-789

ing the bed shear stress over space, and consequently the sediment transport rates over790

bars. Indeed, in the case of free bars, the flow erodes the bar tops, so that the sediment is791

deposited in the pool found immediately downstream due to the sudden decrease of bed792

shear stress in this area (Figure 10a and 12a,b). This process may be at the origin of free793

bar migration, where bars progressively migrate by filling the pools and eroding their stoss794

side. In the case of hybrid bars, bar tops are characterized by low or zero bed shear stress,795

which prevents from bar top erosion or sedimentation because the divergence of sediment796

transport rates is equal to zero (Figure 10b,c and 13a,b).797

Therefore, hybrid bars generate a permanent geometrical forcing which, by analogy798

with weak or middle amplitude meanders, deflect the flow toward the outer bend and con-799

centrate the flow in the thalweg [Güneralp et al., 2012]. In the current numerical runs,800

the intensity the geometrical forcing is mainly controlled by the hybrid bar amplitude,801

which influences the stability of the downstream bars. When the hybrid bar amplitude is802

high, the geometrical forcing is high enough to sustain the development of hybrid bars ev-803

erywhere in the channel (run P2009-4, Figure 10c and 13b). On the opposite, when the804

hybrid bar amplitude decreases, the geometrical forcing is not able to sustain the devel-805

opment of hybrid bars because the bed shear stress and sediment transport rates are in-806

creased over the bar tops, which in turn remobilize bars which become free (run P2009-3,807

Figure 10b and 13a). The origin of the difference of free bar and hybrid bar dominance in808

the simulations with and without sediment sorting is investigated more in detail in Section809

4.3.810
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From the results presented in sections Section 3.1 and Section 3.2, it is found that811

hybrid bars and free bars exhibit different sediment sorting patterns (Figure 4 vs. 15 and 5812

vs. 16). Fully developed free migrating bars always display fine sediment in pools and813

coarser sediment over their tops, which is in agreement with the observations of Lisle814

et al. [1991], Lisle and Madej [1992], Diplas [1994], Lanzoni [2000b] and Nelson et al.815

[2015a]. In the current numerical runs, free bars display a progressive coarsening from816

the lee side until the next bar front (Figure 4a,b and 5a,b). Hybrid bars display a high817

concentration of fine sediment at the beginning of the lee side (Figure 15 and 16), which818

smoothly decreases until the middle of the stoss side, and then progressively increases819

until the next bar top. In this case, the coarsest sediment tends to be concentrated in the820

thalweg, but it is also deposited over the stoss side due to the high shear stress and sed-821

iment transport in the thalweg. Hence, this study highlights that bars of different types822

can show different equilibrium conditions (bed topography, distribution of shear stress and823

sediment sorting pattern). These differences explain why sediment size heterogeneity and824

sediment sorting impact differently free migrating bars and hybrid bars. Even if a num-825

ber of studies already accept and use the present terminology with the existence of hybrid826

bars, further analyses should be carried out on a mathematical point of view.827

4.3 Influence of spatial sediment sorting on periodic bars morphodynamics828

The numerical results show that spatial sediment sorting induces higher bed shear829

stress, which correlates with a general coarsening of sediment at the surface and increased830

bed roughness (Table 2). The latter offers a larger resistance to the flow, which is taken831

into account by the model by computing the bed shear stress as a function of the bed832

roughness (Equation 3, 13 and 14). When free migrating bars are fully developed, the nu-833

merical results suggest that sediment sorting does not impact significantly the averaged834

free migrating bar properties.835

The implementation of a lateral channel obstacle resulted in hybrid bar formation.836

The distribution of the bed shear stress over hybrid bars (Figure 10a) is comparable to837

the one obtained by Nelson et al. [2015b] over slowly migrating free bars (i.e. cb ≈ 0)838

and hybrid bars. Comparison between runs with (run P2009-3) and without (run P2009-4)839

sediment sorting demonstrates that the latter has a strong impact on hybrid bars as it al-840

ters their characteristics and enhance the dynamics of free bars still present at the end of841

the model domain, as explained above (Figure 13a). The sediment sorting results in in-842

creased hybrid bar wavelength and reduced hybrid bar amplitude, which is in agreement843

with the observation of Nelson et al. [2015b]. Indeed, Nelson et al. [2015b] showed nu-844

merically that the spatially varying bottom roughness due to the spatialization of sediment845

size had a strong influence on equilibrium bar morphology. Bars were longer and damped846

when a variable bottom roughness was used because the roughness effects over bar tops847

(where the coarse sediment is concentrated) caused the local stream-wise velocity to de-848

crease and induced lateral flow in this region. In turn, it reduces the gradient of bed shear849

stress over bar tops, resulting in less deposition over the bar and explaining that longer850

and flatter bars are obtained when roughness is variable over space. As a result, the au-851

thors observed that the averaged bar wavelength increased by 39% whereas bar amplitude852

decreased by 22% if the bottom roughness was considered spatially variable. In their runs,853

bars tended to migrate slowly (i.e. cb ≈ 0) or slow down and stretch-out before reaching a854

quasi-equilibrium condition and became essentially fixed in place. This illustrates that the855

wavelength of these bars was equal to the ones of resonant free and hybrid bars [Crosato856

et al., 2011; Rodrigues et al., 2015; Duró et al., 2016], and explains why sediment sorting857

impacts in the same way the hybrid bars obtained in our model and the bars obtained by858

Nelson et al. [2015b].859

From the theoretical perspective, the linear stability analysis (Equation 15) predicts860

m = 1.02 (βr = 26.5) when sediment sorting is accounted (run P2009-3), while a higher861

bar "mode" equal to m = 1.06 (βr = 25.6) is obtained when sorting is not accounted862
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(run P2009-4). In both cases, the theory suggests that the system is close to resonance at863

super-resonant conditions as m ≈ 1 (i.e. βr ≈ 27), suggesting that hybrid bars persist864

with the same characteristics from the obstacle until the channel outlet, see Siviglia et al.865

[2013]. While the theory is in agreement with the numerical results when sediment sort-866

ing is not accounted (run P2009-4), opposite behavior is obtained when sediment sorting867

is accounted (run P2009-3). In the numerical runs, hybrid bars persist only 2.5 × λb,s868

downstream to the obstacle (in the same order of magnitude than Vanzo et al. [2011] who869

found approximately 3 × λb,s), and downstream to that area, the effect of the obstacle dis-870

appears and shorter free migrating bars appear. This difference may come from many rea-871

sons, such as the value chosen for b, or from the linear theory at the base of the formula872

and other simplifications, or even because the numerical solution includes truncation er-873

rors and numerical smoothing, which could explain that the theoretical bar regime is not874

fully represented in the simulations, where numerical smoothing is expected to increase875

damping in the longitudinal direction with respect to the theory. Taking these uncertainties876

into account, the fact that m is very close to 1 (i.e. close to the resonant conditions for al-877

ternate bars) explains the tendency of the system to switch easily from dominant free bars878

(run P2009-3) to dominant hybrid bars (run P2009-4). Eventually, in this context, both879

approaches suggest that sediment sorting invariably decreases the bar "mode" m.880

The phenomenon of free bar detachment and formation, which has already been ob-881

served in a sandy-gravel-bed river on a hybrid bar located in a secondary channel [Ro-882

drigues et al., 2012, 2015], is observed only if sediment sorting is simulated (run P2009-3,883

Figure 19). This process is not observed if sediment sorting is not accounted for, because884

the tops of hybrid bars are high enough - and generate a sufficient geometrical forcing -885

to prevent from erosion (Figure 10a), so that a train of hybrid bars progressively stabilizes886

and replaces the downstream free migrating bars. Sediment sorting is showed to impact887

bar characteristics, which in turn control the distribution of the hydraulics variables over888

space resulting in modified sediment transport. Retroactively, it enhances bar mobility in889

the system. Therefore, under the conditions simulated, bar mobility and bed topography890

seem to be the primary factor controlling the sorting of sediment, which in turn impacts891

bar characteristics.892

4.4 Influence of sediment size heterogeneity on periodic bars morphodynamics893

In the current numerical runs, increasing sediment size heterogeneity increased the894

free bar amplitude and wavelength. The major differences found between the free bars ob-895

tained with using different GSDs can be mostly explained in terms of sediment mobility.896

The single increase of sediment size heterogeneity leads to higher bed shear stress because897

the Shields numbers τ̄∗1 and τ̄∗2 are dependent of the chosen GSD (Table 2). This leads898

to higher sediment transport rates (Table 2), inducing the formation of larger bars where899

flows concentrate along the opposite bank in the pools and increase bed shear stress there,900

resulting in higher pool erosion and resulting in higher bar amplitude (Figure 4a vs. 4b,901

5a vs. 5b and 17a). In addition, as a result of increased size heterogeneity, a higher de-902

gree of sediment sorting is observed. By linking this observation with the findings of Nel-903

son et al. [2015b] over resonant free and hybrid bars, this implies that due to the increas-904

ing of sediment size heterogeneity, the higher concentration of coarse sediment observed905

over the stoss side and the bar top (Figure 4a vs. 4b and 5a vs 5b) increases the local bed906

roughness, reducing the longitudinal flow velocity and increasing the lateral flow over bar907

tops, which enhances the steering of the flow exerted by the bed topography and explains908

that longer features grow faster than shorter ones. As a result, the free bar wavelength in-909

creases. Retroactively, as free bars are longer with increased sediment size heterogeneity,910

the flow shoals over the stoss side for a longer distance. For this reason, sediment trans-911

port becomes more size selective, which explains the increased degree of sediment sort-912

ing. Moreover, the increased degree of sediment sorting is also due to the fact that fine913

sediments are more mobile whereas coarse sediment tends to remain over bar tops when914

sediment size heterogeneity increases.915
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A linear stability analysis [Tubino et al., 1999] and flume experiments [Lisle et al.,916

1991] suggested that sediment heterogeneity leads to the reduction of free bar amplitude917

and wavelength. Lanzoni [2000a,b] also observed the reduction of free bar amplitude with918

respect to uniform sediment in his flume experiments, but did not clearly observe changes919

in averaged free bar wavelength. The main limitation of previous laboratory work is that920

despite the large number of experiments that have been carried out, data from using a uni-921

form and a non-uniform sediment under the same experimental conditions (e.g. water dis-922

charge, longitudinal bed slope) is not available. For the numerical cases presented here,923

results show that increasing sediment heterogeneity generally results in increased free bar924

amplitude, wavelength and celerity. The discrepancy between the numerical results and925

results from the linear stability analysis of Tubino et al. [1999] could be explained by the926

fact that the models are based under different laws and assumptions (friction, bed slopes,927

bedload transport formula), or initial and boundary conditions (initial bottom perturbation,928

sediment boundary conditions), that have eventually a strong impact on the computed free929

bar properties.930

The impact of increasing sediment size heterogeneity on hybrid bars is more compli-931

cated to understand and less documented in the literature. Nelson et al. [2015b] observed932

a decrease of 18% of bar amplitude and the increase of 35% of the wavelength with uni-933

form sediment vs. non-uniform sediment. For the numerical cases presented here, hybrid934

bars tend to elongate when the degree of size heterogeneity increases (Figure 18), but no935

general trend can be observed concerning their amplitude, as the increase of sediment size936

heterogeneity induces both the moderate decrease (run P2009-3) and the strong increase937

(run P2009-9) of their amplitude (Table 2 and Figure 17b). As for free bars, increas-938

ing sediment size heterogeneity leads to an increased degree of sediment sorting (Figure939

16a,b).940

The above discussion outlines the difficulty of understanding and establishing a rela-941

tionship between the sediment size heterogeneity and bar characteristics, and more data of942

high resolution are therefore required. The use of different run conditions and combined943

approaches could help to better understand this phenomenon.944

5 Conclusions945

A fully non-linear physics-based morphodynamic model has been implemented to946

better understand the interaction between non-uniform sediment and alternate bars, distin-947

guishing free bars from hybrid bars based on the absence/presence of external morphody-948

namic forcing. The model is based on the solution of the shallow-water equations, and is949

coupled with a morphodynamic module which takes into consideration the gravitational950

effects and the hiding-exposure effects on bedload transport, the planform and vertical sed-951

iment sorting and the feedback of varying bottom roughness on sediment transport due952

to planform sediment sorting. Nine scenarios are simulated starting from this numerical953

model based on the laboratory experiment of Lanzoni [2000b] with non-uniform sediment.954

A comprehensive analysis is conducted on the flow and sediment transport, bar properties955

and planform and vertical sorting of sediment for all the simulations.956

The reference scenario shows consistency with the laboratory experiment as it is957

able to reproduce the process of bar development and spatial sediment sorting with using958

layers thicknesses in the same order than the coarsest grain diameter. Moreover, the de-959

gree of complexity of the model is showed to be necessary to reproduce the phenomena of960

interest and to give access to processes which are difficult to observe experimentally.961

The numerical simulation reproducing Lanzoni [2000b]’s laboratory experiment962

shows that even under the conditions of morphodynamic equilibrium, the system remains963

highly dynamic and produces fully developed free migrating bars of sharp different ampli-964

tude, wavelength and celerity. In the simulation, the first mechanism controlling the sort-965
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ing of sediment results from the interaction between bed topography, bed shear stress and966

the sediment used for the experiment. The bed shear stress over these bars is relatively967

high on the stoss side and over the bar top, while it suddenly decreases at the bar front968

location due to the high topographic gradient. A similar observation is made concerning969

the transport of sediment. This process is at the origin of free bar migration, where bars970

progressively migrate by filling the pools located immediately downstream. The sediment971

sorting pattern is characterized by the presence of fine sediment in pools and coarse par-972

ticles over bar tops, which becomes more appreciable when free migrating bars are fully973

developed, and seems to be primarily controlled by the bed shear stress. Vertically, these974

bars display a sediment sorting pattern with coarse material over bar tops and finer sedi-975

ment on the deepest sediment layer, while the opposite behaviour is observed at the pool976

location. In this context, the implementation of a bookkeeping active layer is particularly977

useful to conclude that the planform and vertical sediment sorting does not adapt immedi-978

ately to the fast topographic and hydraulic changes, but requires a certain time and length979

to find a more stable condition. Moreover, the use of a bookkeeping active layer model al-980

lowed the formation of downstream fining but also a general coarsening of the bed surface981

over time.982

Hybrid bars are obtained by setting-up a transverse obstacle upstream. The free mi-983

grating bars and hybrid bars obtained in the simulations show consistently a different bed984

topography: hybrid bars are generally more than two times longer than fully developed985

free bars, whereas their amplitude is in the same order of magnitude than the ones of986

free bars. Consequently, hybrid bars are flatter than free migrating bars and display milder987

slopes so that the distributions of bed shear stress, sediment transport rates and sediment988

sorting are different for these two types of bars. In the case of hybrid bars, the bed topog-989

raphy, the bed shear stress and the sediment transport present a symmetrical shape while990

free migrating bars present an important asymmetry on their fronts. For this reason, hy-991

brid bars display a sediment sorting pattern with the finest sediment at the beginning of992

the lee side which smoothly coarsens until the middle of the stoss side, and then becomes993

progressively finer until the next bar top. Moreover, the low (resp. zero) shear stress found994

above hybrid bar tops induce low (resp. zero) sediment transport in this area, so that bar995

tops are protected from erosion. Fixed hybrid bar tops can be seen as geometrical forc-996

ing, which have an influence on the downstream bar morphodynamics. The amplitude997

of hybrid bars is showed to primarily control the intensity of this geometrical forcing,998

which can sustain the development of hybrid bars everywhere in the reach if the forcing999

is high enough, or in the opposite trigger free bar detachment if the forcing becomes too1000

low. These results are also supported by the linear analytical theory.1001

Planform and vertical sediment sorting are showed to only slightly modify free mi-1002

grating bar morphodynamics whereas hybrid bars are greatly impacted. Under the condi-1003

tions given by the experiment, hybrid bars tend to be longer and flatter if sediment sorting1004

is accounted for. Their amplitude decreases in longitudinal direction so that they do not1005

dominate the bed topography in the downstream end of the domain, where free migrating1006

bars form and migrate downstream.1007

For free and hybrid bars, increased sediment size heterogeneity increases the degree1008

of sediment sorting, while the sorting pattern remains the same for each type of bar. Free1009

and hybrid bars are impacted and respond differently to changes of sediment size hetero-1010

geneity. The increasing of sediment size heterogeneity produces averagely higher, longer1011

and faster free bars, while in the case of hybrid bars, the wavelength is increased and the1012

amplitude is decreased only when a very heterogeneous sediment is used.1013

The last conclusions highlight that understanding the mechanisms involved behind1014

non-uniform sediment and bars morphodynamics is not straightforward. Indeed, the nu-1015

merical simulations show that non-uniform sediment has a different impact on bars de-1016

pending on if they are free and migrating, if they are hybrid or free but do not migrate,1017

or if different types coexist. The effects of planform and vertical sediment sorting and1018
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sediment size heterogeneity on free migrating bars and steady hybrid bars observed nu-1019

merically could eventually explain the contradictory findings presented in the literature.1020

The modelling of vertical sediment sorting and the clear distinction between the types of1021

bars obtained numerically constitute a starting point for completing and improving the1022

findings reported in the literature. This subject of debate is not closed, but the last conclu-1023

sions stress the fact that a clear distinction between the types of bars has to be considered1024

before investigating the influence of any physical parameter on bar morphodynamics.1025
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Notation1026

B Channel width [m]1027

b degree of nonlinearity in the dependence of sediment transport on the flow velocity [-]1028

C Chézy coefficient [m1/2/s]1029

Cf Equivalent Chézy coefficient due to form drag and skin friction [-]1030

C ′
f

Equivalent Chézy coefficient due to skin friction only [-]1031

cb Free migrating bar celerity [m/h]1032

cr Free migrating bar rate [bar/h]1033

di Representative diameter of the ith size fraction [m]1034

ds,m Median sediment diameter of surface [m]1035

dX X th centile of the GSD [m]1036

E Coefficient of calibration for the correction of bedload direction [-]1037

Fa:1,i Fraction volume content of ith size fraction in the interface [-]1038

Fk ,i Fraction volume content of ith size fraction in layer k [-]1039

¯Fk ,i Spatially averaged fraction volume content of ith size fraction in layer k [-]1040

Fs Fraction volume content of sand at the bed surface [-]1041

Fsub,i Fraction volume content ith size fraction in the substrate [-]1042

g Acceleration due to gravity (=9.81) [m/s2]1043

h Water depth [m]1044

h̄ Spatially averaged water depth [m]1045

Hb Time-averaged free bar height [m]1046

Hb,s Hybrid bar height [m]1047

i0 Longitudinal bed slope at t = 0 s [-]1048

i∞ Longitudinal bed slope at the equilibrium [-]1049

ks Bed roughness height [m]1050

La Active layer thickness [m]1051

m Bar "mode" (real number) [-]1052

P0 Bed porosity [-]1053

qb Magnitude of bedload transport rate [m2/s]1054

®qb = (qb,x , qb,y) Vector of bedload transport rate [m2/s]1055

qb0 Magnitude of bedload transport rate without gravitational effects [m2/s]1056

®qb0 Vector of bedload transport rate without gravitational effects [m2/s]1057

qb,i Magnitude of fractional transport rate of ith size fraction [m2/s]1058

®qb,i = (qb,i,x , qb,i,y) Vector of fractional transport rate of ith size fraction [m2/s]1059

qb,i,n Magnitude of normal fractional transport rate of ith size fraction [m2/s]1060

qb,i,s Magnitude of stream-wise fractional transport rate of ith size fraction [m2/s]1061

¯Qs,i Spatially averaged discharge of ith size fraction [m3/s]1062

s Coordinate in the current direction [-]1063

®u = (u, v) Flow velocity vector [m/s]1064

ū Spatially averaged flow velocity [m/s]1065

u, v Depth averaged velocity components along x- and y-axis [m/s]1066

s Coordinate in the current direction [-]1067

®Sf = (Sf ,x , Sf ,y) Friction law vector [-]1068

t Physical time [s]1069

Ti Coefficient of deviation for the ith size fraction [-]1070

W ∗i Dimensionless transport rate for the ith size fraction of sediment [-]1071

u∗ Shear velocity [m/s]1072

x−, y−, z− Axis notation of the Coordinate Cartesian system [-]1073

zb Bed elevation [m]1074

z f Free surface [m]1075

αb Coefficient used to calibrate the sediment transport capacity [-]1076
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αi Angle between the vector of fractional transport and x-axis [-]1077

αks Calibration parameter [-]1078

β Width-to-depth ratio [-]1079

βr Resonant width-to-depth ratio [-]1080

β1 Koch and Flosktra’s empirical factor for bed slope effects magnitude [-]1081

β2 Talmon’s et al. empirical factor for bed slope effects deviation [-]1082

δ Angle between bottom shear stress and the flow direction [-]1083

∆s Relative submerged sediment density [-]1084

∆t Computational time-step [s]1085

∆zb Evolution of the bed topography with respect to the initial bed elevation [m]1086

ε0 Percentage of volumetric matter without voids [-]1087

ηa:1 Absolute elevation of the interface [m]1088

κ Constant of von Kármán (=0.40) [-]1089

λb,max Maximal free bar wavelength [m]1090

λb,s Hybrid bar wavelength [m]1091

µ Skin friction coefficient [-]1092

∇ Gradient vector field [1/m]1093

νt Turbulent eddy viscosity term [m2/s]1094

∂x2 x1 Partial derivative of the quantity x1 in x2 [x2/x1]1095

Φi Ratio of bed shear stress over reference shear stress of ith size fraction [-]1096

ρ Water density [kg/m3]1097

τ Total shear stress [Pa]1098

τ̄∗ Spatially averaged Shields number [-]1099

τb Bed shear stress [Pa]1100

τ∗
b,i Shear stress adimensionnalized by the ith fraction [-]1101

¯τ∗
b,i

Spatially averaged shear stress adimensionnalized by the ith fraction [-]1102

τr ,i Reference shear stress of the ith size fraction [Pa]1103

τr ,m Reference median shear stress of bed surface [Pa]1104
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Figure 2.
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Figure 3.
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a) Reference scenario (run P2009-1)

b) Influence of sediment size heterogeneity; without obstacle (runs P2009-1, -5 and -6)

c) Influence of sediment size heterogeneity; with obstacle (runs P2009-3, -8 and -9)

d) Influence of sediment sorting; Ref GSD; without obstacle (runs P2009-1 and -2)

e) Influence of sediment sorting; Ext GSD; without obstacle (runs P2009-6 and -7)

f) Influence of sediment sorting; Ref GSD; with obstacle (runs P2009-3 and -4)
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Figure 5.
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Figure 6.
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Figure 7.
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Figure 8.
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Figure 9.
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Figure 10.
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a) Without obstacle with sorting

b) With obstacle with sorting

c) With obstacle without sorting
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a) Without obstacle with sorting

b) With obstacle with sorting

c) With obstacle without sorting
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Figure 13.
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Figure 14.
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Figure 16.
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Figure 17.
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Figure 18.
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Figure 19.
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Forced bars Hybrid bars Free bars

a) t = 200.000 s

b) t = 202.800 s

c) t = 205.600 s

d) t = 208.000 s

e) t = 213.200 s
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a) Reference scenario (run P2009-1)

b) Influence of sediment size heterogeneity; without obstacle (runs P2009-1, -5 and -6)

c) Influence of sediment size heterogeneity; with obstacle (runs P2009-3, -8 and -9)

d) Influence of sediment sorting; Ref GSD; without obstacle (runs P2009-1 and -2)

e) Influence of sediment sorting; Ext GSD; without obstacle (runs P2009-6 and -7)

f) Influence of sediment sorting; Ref GSD; with obstacle (runs P2009-3 and -4)
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(a) Ref GSD (b) Ext GSD
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(a) first half of the channel (b) second half of the channel
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a) Without obstacle with sorting

b) With obstacle with sorting

c) With obstacle without sorting
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